
  Pinnacle’s long history of quality car care products is beginning 
a new chapter with XMT Series, a collection of products designed 
to optimize machine application. 

  The method of car care has changed over the years. Now, instead 
of buffing tirelessly by hand, enthusiasts are turning to machine 
buffers to achieve the perfect shine. XMT, or Xtreme Machine 
Technology, Series is designed for a growing generation of car 
care fanatics who enjoy the performance and unparalleled results 
of power polishers.

  Each XMT Series product is formulated to take full advantage of 
machine application. Unique emollients, engineered lubricants, 
and Concentrated Micro Abrasives are just a few of the ways XMT 
Series is setting a new standard for machine-applied products. 

  All XMT Series products are formulated in Florida, the home 
of Pinnacle Natural Brilliance. Intense heat and humidity are 
constant challenges here. That’s why all XMT products are created 
to work as promised in the sun or shade. 

 Pinnacle is dedicated to preserving your vehicle and the 
environment. Pinnacle XMT products are VOC compliant and 
silicone-free. Plus, XMT swirl removers are body-shop safe. 

      I am proud to bring you some of the most user-friendly, machine-
applied car care products ever. XMT Series combines Pinnacle’s 
quality with the latest machine technology to create practical 
products that deliver fantastic results. 

   I have personally tested each XMT product with various dual 
action and rotary polishers and I’m confident that you will share 
my enthusiasm once you try Pinnacle XMT Series on your own 
vehicle. 

Pinnaclewax.com
Stuart, FL 34994
1-877-929-3100



  When machine polishing, you may 
have noticed that the pad moves more 
easily and produces better results several 
minutes into the session. That’s because 
it takes several minutes for the polish 
you’re using to work its way into the 
foam (or wool). Up to that point, you’re 
dry buffing your paint finish. 

  Dry buffing refers to polishing with a 
dry pad, and its bad news for your paint. 
The friction creates fine scratches and 
dullness that will have to be polished 
out. 

  Prevention of dry buffing is as easy as 
misting an unused pad with Pinnacle 
XMT Polishing Pad Conditioner. It only 
takes a couple of spritzes to prep the pad 
for polishing. The rich lubricants instantly 
penetrate the pad, softening and 
conditioning the material. Even if the pad 
has never been used, it will glide across 
the paint like you’re halfway through the 
detail session. 
  A pad prepped with Pinnacle XMT 
Polishing Pad Conditioner is more 
receptive to polish because the foam’s 
pores open up when the conditioner 
is introduced. Beyond just wetting the 
foam, the conditioner’s lubricants add 
extra surface protection during the 
polishing process. The lubricants will 
blend with those that are in the polish 
to provide excellent protection against 
micro-marring. 

 Pinnacle XMT Polishing Pad Conditioner protects the pad itself, as well as 
the paint. The friction created by dry buffing can tear the foam or cause 
it to fray. Pre-moistening the foam reduces friction so the pad doesn’t 
experience any unnecessary roughness. This soft touch is better for the 
paint, too.

  Most importantly, Pinnacle XMT Polishing Pad Conditioner does not 
interfere with the performance of any polish or wax.

Polishing Pad Conditioner

Protect your paint finish with this conditioning foam and 
wool pad lubricant. 

 Correct paint problems without creating 
new ones. That’s the promise of Pinnacle 
XMT Ultra Fine Swirl Remover. 

 Clear coats are unbelievably thin. Typically, 
a clear coat is about the thickness of 2 
layers of cellophane wrap, or .015 to .02 
inches thick. Fine swirls and haze can begin 
appearing within months of driving your 
new vehicle home from the dealership. Hold 
onto the smooth, showroom finish with 
Pinnacle XMT Ultra Fine Swirl Remover.

    This polish is made with such small 
abrasives that you can’t see them with 
the naked eye. Millions and millions of 
these abrasives fill each bottle of Pinnacle 
XMT Ultra Fine Swirl Remover. The sheer 
number and minute size of the abrasive 
particles blend away fine flaws in the clear 
coat without leaving any trace of surface 
marring or haze. Just like a fine jeweler’s 
rouge, XMT’s Concentrated Micro Abrasives 
leave the paint finish glossy and smooth, 
just like new. 
  
Applied with a dual action polisher, 
Pinnacle XMT Ultra Fine Swirl Remover 
provides just the right balance of abrasive 
action and conditioning oils to blend away 
the first signs of aging.

    Turn back the clock with Pinnacle XMT Ultra Fine Swirl Remover. It’s the 
first step in maintaining your vehicle’s shine over its lifetime. 

  Pinnacle XMT Ultra Fine Swirl Remover can be applied with a polishing 
pad or a finishing pad.     The polishing pad will provide a very light cut to 
aid the swirl remover in smoothing out rough paint. Pour a quarter-size 
amount of polish onto the pad and set the polisher at a maximum speed 
of 5000 OPM. Work the polish in until it starts to dry or disappear. Turn 
the polisher off and buff the paint with a Cobra microfiber towel. XMT 
Ultra Fine Swirl Remover has no fillers so you can see the real results of 
your work immediately. Follow up with Pinnacle Signature Series II or your 
favorite Pinnacle wax. 

Ultra Fine Swirl Remover 1

Your first line of defense against swirls, 
dullness and water spots. 
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  Pinnacle has good news for anyone who wants to 
correct paint defects at home: You can.

  Pinnacle XMT Fine Swirl Remover corrects a wide 
array of paint imperfections without consulting a 
professional. All you need is a dual action polisher to 
bring your paint back to showroom perfection. 

  This mild product is designed to address the most 
common paint flaws without compromising the 
clear coat. That includes overspray, light to moderate 
swirls and scratches, mild oxidation, and water spots. 
Erase months or years of damage in one afternoon 
with Pinnacle XMT Fine Swirl Remover.

 Pinnacle XMT Fine Swirl Remover is a blend of mild 
abrasives and lubricating oils that remove light to 
moderate imperfections on aging paint finishes. 
If your vehicle is not new but has no severe paint 
damage, this is the swirl remover for you. This 
product presses rewind on your current paint finish, 
taking it back to its showroom-new shine. 

  Pinnacle XMT Fine Swirl Remover contains Concentrated Micro Abrasives, 
which are smaller than the industry average for a swirl removing 
compound. The smaller abrasives break down under less heat. Therefore, 
they are ideal for use with a dual action polisher.

  The number and size of these proprietary abrasives enable them to 
effectively erase surface defects without marring the paint. The abrasives 
diminish as you polish so the swirl remover in effect becomes a finishing 
polish. Pinnacle XMT Fine Swirl Remover leaves the paint silky smooth in 
one step!

  Apply XMT Fine Swirl Remover with a white polishing pad on your dual 
action polisher. Pour a quarter-size amount of polish onto the pad and set 
the polisher at a maximum speed of 5000 OPM. Work the polish in until 
it starts to dry or disappear. Turn the polisher off and buff the paint with 
a Cobra microfiber towel. XMT Fine Swirl Remover has no fillers so you 
can see the real results of your work immediately. Follow up with your 
favorite Pinnacle wax or with Pinnacle XMT Carnauba Finishing Glaze. 

  If your vehicle has moderate to severe imperfections, use Pinnacle XMT 
Intermediate Swirl Remover. This advanced swirl remover blends away 
noticeable flaws without reducing surface gloss. 

Fine Swirl Remover 2

Concentrated Micro Abrasives are the secret to this swirl 
remover’s success. 

   Swirl removal doesn’t require large 
abrasive particles or an aggressive 
machine. The truth is that a product 
loaded with correctly milled, smaller 
abrasives will do the job with less damage 
to the paint, thereby shaving a couple of 
steps off your detailing process. 

   First, do no harm. Pinnacle XMT 
Intermediate Swirl Remover works 
on the principle of doing only what’s 
required to restore the damaged paint. 
Precisely milled abrasives – and a lot of 
them – blend away moderate to severe 
blemishes without removing significant 
layers of clear coat. Since clear coats 
are extremely thin, these Concentrated 
Micro Abrasives preserve as much of the 
paint as possible while removing only 
the defect. 

   Lose the swirls, keep the gloss. Even 
though Pinnacle XMT Intermediate 
Swirl Remover is less abrasive than a 
traditional compound, it removes the 
same imperfections: moderate to severe 
swirls, moderate scratches, oxidation, 
water spots, and overspray. The abrasives 
gradually diminish as they work, giving 
you a built-in finishing polish. The paint 
will experience little or no loss of surface 
gloss. In most cases, you will not need to 
use a separate finishing polish. 

   Keep it real. There are some scratches that can only be removed by a 
professional. If the scratch extends all the way to the color coat, removing 
the scratch requires removing the entire clear coat surrounding the 
scratch. Pinnacle XMT Intermediate Swirl Remover is formulated to 
remove blemishes without jeopardizing the paint system. It’s a real world 
approach to at-home paint care. For those imperfections too severe to 
be completely removed, XMT Intermediate Swirl Remover will drastically 
improve their appearance. Once a premium Pinnacle wax is applied, any 
remaining blemishes will be virtually invisible. 

  Paint flaws are only skin-deep. Remove noticeable imperfections without 
removing surface gloss with Pinnacle XMT Intermediate Swirl Remover. 

Intermediate Swirl Remover 3

Preserve surface gloss while removing 
noticeable paint defects – it is possible.
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  As detailers, we all want that flawless, show 
car shine, and now we can have it in less time. 
Pinnacle XMT Carnauba Finishing Glaze is a 
sophisticated blend of gentle cleaners and rich 
carnauba wax. The combination is scintillating 
on any paint finish. You will see depths and 
hues in your paint that you never knew existed. 
It’s your paint finish, amplified.

  Vibrant. That comes just short of explaining the 
kind of shine we’re talking about. What makes the 
outcome of Pinnacle XMT  Carnauba Finishing  
Glaze  so special is the simplicity of achieving 
it. Exceptional blending technology was used 
to combine a dynamic shine-enhancing glaze 
with the king of all natural waxes. The result is 
pure magic on any paint color. 

  A glaze is unlike a finishing polish in the fact 
that glazes do not contain abrasives. They may 
contain cleaners, like this one, but primarily 
they serve as a moisturizer for the paint.

  Some detailers regard glaze as an optional step and you can tell who 
they are by their vehicles. Don’t believe it. An exceptional glaze, such as 
XMT Carnauba Finishing Glaze, is essential to achieving the kind of head-
turning shine we’re all after. 

 Try Pinnacle XMT Carnauba Finishing Glaze as the finale of your 
compounding process or, if your paint is already in great  shape, use it 
after washing. The gentle cleaners blend away minor flaws - like spider 
webbing, haziness, and overall dullness – to increase depth and clarity. At 
the same time, a layer of carnauba bonds to the paint surface to further 
enhance the dynamic shine created by the glaze. What can’t be removed 
with the cleaners is filled in with carnauba to create a smooth, flawless 
finish. It’s perfection and protection in one!

  Apply Pinnacle XMT Carnauba Finishing Glaze using a foam finishing 
pad. You only need approximately a quarter size amount per 2 ft. section. 
For easy application, mist the pad with XMT Polishing Pad Conditioner. 
Work the glaze in at a speed no greater than 5500 OPM on your DA 
polisher. When the glaze begins to dry or disappear, turn the machine 
off. Buff off residues with a Cobra microfiber towel. 

  To prep your vehicle for the best possible finish, use XMT Series swirl 
removers.

Carnauba Finishing Glaze

Enhance your vehicle with a gentle, high gloss glaze and 
genuine carnauba protection!

   Clean pads produce better results, are 
less likely to mar, and last longer. There 
is absolutely no downside to cleaning 
buffer pads and reusing them! Pinnacle 
XMT Polishing Pad Cleaner is a penetrating 
cleaner that releases products from foam 
and wool, and refreshes the texture of the 
pad. You’ll get more mileage out of your 
pads and spend less time cleaning them! 

 Pinnacle XMT Polishing Pad Cleaner is an 
intense cleaner formulated specifically for 
foam and wool pads that are laden with 
car care products. To understand how this 
cleaner works, you’ve got to take a look 
deep inside the foam, where products 
accumulate during the detailing process:

 Polishes, swirl removers, and compounds 
all contain oils that serve as lubricants. They 
have to – otherwise you’d be polishing with 
a dry pad! If there’s one thing we know 
about oils it is that they are, well, oily. They 
leave a residue. Even if you rinse the pad 
immediately after using it, the oily residue 
remains because oil repels water and vice 
versa. To truly clean the pad, you have to 
use a degreasing cleaner.

  Pinnacle XMT Polishing Pad Cleaner 
contains a strong degreasing agent that 
breaks up oil and eliminates every last trace 
of residue. Soap (as in dish soap) can leave 
a residue of its own, so there is no soap in 
this cleaner. The only thing you will find in 
XMT Polishing Pad Cleaner is CLEAN.

  Pinnacle XMT Polishing Pad Cleaner is ready to use in a convenient 
spray bottle. Each time you change pads as you polish, mist the used 
pad thoroughly with Pinnacle XMT Polishing Pad Cleaner and set the pad 
aside. The cleaner will prevent products from drying out and caking in 
the pad as you work on your vehicle. Once you’re done detailing, scrub 
the pre-soaked pads with a foam conditioning brush. Rinse them in 
running water to completely remove residues. For the best results, clean 
the pads right away. 

Polishing Pad Cleaner

An intense cleaner for all your foam and 
lambswool pads in a convenient spray bottle. 
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